
Agency Build Tutorial

The dashboard is where you will see everything that is happoening across your agency
system and will be updated in real time as more events occur.

Before you do anything else in the system you must set any roles, users or account that you
need to add as the system will not work correctly without those being added first.

You can add VA’s into your roles on the system.

Messenger



The messenger app lets you contact any of your contact that have been added into the
system. If they are no logged in they will see the message when they log in later.

Form Builder

You can use the form builder to collect potential leads, you can collect a multitude of data
from the form inc email, name, tele, full text.

To display the form just go to the copy link here



Contacts and Leads

Here you will find any leads or contact that you have collected or added. You collect them via
the form or you can add them manually.



Products

In the product section you can add any products that you wish to offer through the
AgencyBuild system.



Quotes, Sales Orders and Invoices

Quotes are used for giving and keeping track of any quotes that you give to your clients and
issue. Sales order is the document that you prepare and issue to the customer. An invoice is
issued for payment.

Calendar

The calendar allows you to plan out your calls, meeting and more. You can also integrate the
calendar with all aspects of the AgencyBuild system.



Task
You can create tasks and assign them to yourself or any member of your team.

Meetings
Set up meetings and link the meeting to different parts of the AgencyBuild system such as
the calendar



Calls
Create and manage calls and tie the calls to all aspects of the system including the calendar.

Documents
Add and share documents with your team



Campaigns
Create your marketing campaigns here set the budget and other factors involved in the
campaign

Stream
This shows you what is happening in your AgencyBuild at all times



Order
All orders will be added here as they are made

Report
Here you will be able to run and see all aspects of what is happening with your Agency from
leads to sales and even create custom reports



Constant
This is the most important part of the Agency Build system you must fill in each section
before starting to use the system. If you dont have details for some of these just put
placeholder details in


